Census
By Jesse Ball
Contemporary Fiction
(HarperCollins/Eljin)

“Narrator Chris Ciulla
uses the gentle tone
of a person telling a
folktale in this
allegorical story of a
man who, upon
finding out that he's
dying, gathers up his
son and takes a job as
a traveling census
taker, who
administers tattoos to
each person he
counts. Award-winning author Jesse Ball explains in his introduction to this
layered and touching novel that it is, in part, a childhood reflection and an
attempt to understand how the world appeared to his real-life older
brother who had Down's syndrome. Ciulla's easygoing narration style
carries a tone of acceptance that highlights Ball's poetic prose and brings
home the fact that no one can love a brother more than his own brother.”
B.P. Winner of AudioFile Earphones Award - AudioFile Magazine

The One-in-aMillion Boy
By Monica Wood
Contemporary Fiction Dreamscape

“Ona Vitkus is 104
years old and
something of a loner.
Narrator Chris Ciulla
adopts a slight
accent to illustrate
her Lithuanian roots
and adds a slight
tremulousness to his
timbre so that Ona
sounds old but still
spry and spirited… Ciulla's open performance and slightly hurried pacing
for the boy perfectly translate his unfiltered but sweet nature… Quinn
didn't always fulfill his parental responsibilities but Ciulla makes his
fundamental decency and kindness clear to the listener.”
- AudioFile Magazine
“I highly recommend the audiobook if you can get a copy. Narrated by
the gifted Chris Ciulla, the story is taken to a whole new level thanks to
his inflections and tones. How you can convincingly go from voicing a
104-year old woman to an 11-year old boy is beyond me, but Chris Ciulla
does so with grace and affection. He’s phenomenal. 5 stars for The OneIn-A-Million Boy. Don’t forget your tissues.” – Literary Hoarders

From Darkness to Dynasty:
The First 40 Years of the
New England Patriots
By Jerry Thornton
Sports Non-Fiction - Blackstone

“If you're an unapologetic New
England Patriots fan, this book
takes you through the Rollercoaster ride literally "From
Darkness to Dynasty ". A perfect
title, it brings their history to life,
and I don't mind saying reliving
much of that history did bring back
those tears of joy! I loved it…This is a must listen for those of us who
lived through it.” - Audible Listener Reviews

The Vigilante Chronicles:
Book One of Seven
By Natalie Grey
and Michael Anderle

Fantasy/Sci-FI – Dreamscape
“A distant mining planet is certainly a
potential setting for abuse. That proves to
be the case in this stirring audiobook in
which a greedy mine operator ignores the
law and continues to use slave labor. That
means it's up to Barnabas, a human who
was formerly Ranger One, to liberate
those trapped in these trying conditions. A
planet such as this, packed with many species of aliens, is a narrator's dream. Narrator
Chris Ciulla makes the most of it, capably bringing to life monkey-and snake-like
creatures and even Barnabas's partner, a wisecracking female battleship. The
outcome of this first book of the Vigilante Chronicles series is never in doubt, but the
fun is in getting there. This is space opera that sings!” - AudioFile Magazine

Out of Season:
Rocco Schiavone, Book Three
By Antonio Manzini
Italian Detective Noir –
Harper/Common Mode
“Navigating an array of accents and shifting
emotional tension, Chris Andrew Ciulla
delivers a solid narration of this taut mystery
set in the Italian Alps. Chiara Berguet, the
daughter of a local construction magnate, has
been kidnapped. However, the crime is
brought to light only through chance when a
van with stolen plates is found in the trees
along the highway. Beleaguered Deputy Police
Chief Rocco Schiavone leads the inquiry, and Ciulla does well with the fast-paced dialogue and
wordplay that marks Schiavone's investigative style. The procedural stretches over the course
of five days and is interrupted periodically by Schiavone's romantic troubles and a looming
threat from the past. Time expands and contracts, thanks to Ciulla's chilling rendering of
Chiara's captivity.” – AudioFile Magazine

What Have You Done
By Matthew Farrell
Detective Thriller – Brilliance
“Chris Andrew Ciulla is the perfect narrator for
this twisted family drama. Forensic specialist
Liam Dwyer and his older brother, Sean, a
detective, are bound by a childhood tragedy
and the resulting fallout. When Liam is called
to a brutal murder, he discovers the victim is
the woman he was having an affair with, and
he can't remember the night before. Things
spiral out of control as he becomes the prime
suspect. Sean, always the hero, tries to save
Liam as the investigation intensifies. However,
as secrets are exposed, the truth about the brothers and their actions turns out to be more
complicated than it at first seems. Speaking from the perspective of each brother--and
numerous supporting characters--Ciulla deftly portrays frustration, heartbreak, betrayal, and
rage as the story reaches an ending listeners won't see coming.” – AudioFile Magazine

